The image shape and texture (appearance) estimation designed for facial recognition is a novel and promising approach for application in breast imaging. The purpose of this study was to apply a shape and appearance model to automatically estimate percent breast fibroglandular volume (%FGV) using digital mammograms. We built a shape and appearance model using 2000 full-field digital mammograms from the San Francisco Mammography Registry with known %FGV measured by single energy absorptiometry method. An affine transformation was used to remove rotation, translation and scale. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to extract significant and uncorrelated components of %FGV. To build an appearance model, we transformed the breast images into the mean texture image by piecewise linear image transformation. Using PCA the image pixels grey-scale values were converted into a reduced set of the shape and texture features. The stepwise regression with forward selection and backward elimination was used to estimate the outcome %FGV with shape and appearance features and other system parameters. The shape and appearance scores were found to correlate moderately to breast %FGV, dense tissue volume and actual breast volume, body mass index (BMI) and age. The highest Pearson correlation coefficient was equal 0.77 for the first shape PCA component and actual breast volume. The stepwise regression method with ten-fold cross-validation to predict %FGV from shape and appearance variables and other system outcome parameters generated a model with a correlation of r 2 = 0.8. In conclusion, a shape and appearance model demonstrated excellent feasibility to extract variables useful for automatic %FGV estimation. Further exploring and testing of this approach is warranted. . .
INTRODUCTION
Interest is growing in the developing automated breast density measures because of its strong association with breast cancer risk. Although a number of automated methods to quantify mammographic and volumetric density have been developed, there are issues with accuracy and reproducibily. There is a demand for developing new accurate and automated breast density estimation techniques that are strongly associated with breast cancer risk and can be easily measured in a clinical screening. There are several approaches to automatically estimate planimetric mammographic and true volumetric breast densities. We could classify them as in-image phantom based calibration, 1-3 prior calibration, 4, 5 physical image formation model, 6, 7 image processing adaptive thresholding, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and statistical model building 13, 14 approaches. Recently, single energy absorptiometry (SXA) -an automated method for quantifying fibroglandular tissue volume has been developed. 1 It exhibited good accuracy and precision for a broad range of breast thicknesses, paddle tilt angles, and %FGV values. The method uses a breast tissue-equivalent phantom in the unused portion of the mammogram as a reference to estimate breast composition. To perform quality control monitoring and cross-validation between sites and machines a new modified calibration approach for the SXA method 15 was developed. It provides stable thickness measurements and grayscale to density pixel conversion and different machine and sites cross-validation. The cross-calibration is achieved by quality control monitoring with specially designed calibration phantom to control thickness and grey-scale conversion stability by the phantom weekly scanning. The new automated approach for volumetric breast density estimation proposed in this paper combines volumetric density measures derived * Serghei.Malkov@ucsf.edu; phone 1 415 476-5538; fax 1 417 476-8723 by the SXA method and statistical model building technique based on image parameters extracted from the mammogram. Thus, we achieved automatic volumetric breast density estimation from digital mammograms not using the SXA phantom. The image shape and texture estimation (appearance) designed for face recognition seems to be promising approach for application in breast imaging to extract the features suitable for statistical model building. Potentially, the breast shape and appearance model parameters could give new information valuable for breast density estimation, breast cancer risk assessment and diagnostics. The purpose of this study is to apply a shape and appearance model approach to digital mammograms for automatically quantifying true volumetric fibroglandular tissue volumes from clinical screening full-field digital mammograms without use of phantoms.
METHODS
Our approach for volumetric breast density estimation consists in building statistical model using training set of digital mammograms with known measures of percent fibroglandular tissie volume measured by SXA. To derive the model we follow the standard procedure in supervised machine learning: feature generation, feature selection, regression classification of outputs, final model building and validation. The main set of features was generated using shape and appearance model approach.
Shape and Appearance model
The shape and appearance model approach was implemented according to the method of Cootes et al 16 . To build the shape model, we used the 137 edge and grid point pairs of x, y coordinates inside of the breast area as shown in the Fig. 1 . The edge line was calculated using global threshold method. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to extract significant and uncorrelated components. As a preprocessing step an affine transformation was used to remove rotation, translation and scale. The scale factor of this transformation was used as a feature additional to the shape PCA components. In order to build an appearance model, first, we transformed the breast images into the mean texture image by piecewise linear image transformation. That step aligned all texture information inside the reference mean image. Then, a set of significant principal component vectors of appearance model was calculated from image pixels grey-scale values. Finally, the shape and texture features of each image were created using principal component vectors. The equations (1 -4) describe calculations of the shape (1, 2) and appearance (3, 4) PCA scores:
where X -x, y coordinates; X M -mean of x, y coordinates, λ S , V S , B S -PCA shape eigen values, vectors and scores, G M , G W -mean and normalized breast values of pixels, λ A , V A , G A -PCA appearance eigen values, vectors and scores.
PCA() function executes PCA transformation.
Datasets and processing method
To build a shape and appearance model we used training set of 2000 deidentified, full field digital mammograms from San Francisco Mammography Registry with known %FGV. The %FGV, dense tissue (FGV) and breast volumes were obtained by the phantom based x-ray SXA method described in Malkov et al 1 . The mammograms in this study were obtained during 4.5 period of time on 10 Hologic Selenia machines located at 3 different sites (California Pacific Medical Center, Marin General Hospital, Novato Community Hospital). Moreover, during one and a half years of this period the recalibration procedure was performed to fulfill quality assurance monitoring using weekly scans of specially designed quality assurance phantom as described in 15 . All images that contained implants were excluded from our analysis. Moreover, validation and testing sets were created contained 480 mammograms each. The image sets selected represented mammograms with %FGV from 0% to 100%. In addition, a group of image breast region of interest (ROI) parameters such as the breast area, width of image (nipple to chest wall) and height of image (top to bottom) was obtained from images using global threshold segmentation and skin detection algorithm. To further improve the model we added a few image formation and breast parameters such as filter/target combination, mAs, kVp, compression force and breast thickness to the final model. We considered that by combining these parameters and features together we would be able to maximally boost the performance of the final model and to predict efficiently %FGV. The correlation between %FGV, breast volume, FGV and most significant shape and appearance features generated was also analyzed. The linear regression method was applied to build a statistical model. The SAS glmselect proc with different options was used. The forward selection and ten-fold cross-validation was used to estimate the outcome %FGV with different combinations shape and appearance features, and other parameters. The Schwarz Bayesian information, Akaike's information, predicted residual sum of squares statistics, and adjusted R-square statistic criteria were monitored. In order to build an appearance model, first, we transformed the breast images into the mean texture image by piecewise linear image transformation as shown in the Fig 2, a-b . That step aligned all texture information inside the reference mean image (see Fig. 2, a-b) . You can see an example of the smooth conversion of pixel grey scale values of the breast with the size smaller than the mean breast into the pixels inside of the mean breast template. Then, the image pixels greyscale values were converted into a set of significant principal component vectors. The Fig. 3 presents the 1 st PCA component scores of the shape model (a) and the image of the first PCA appearance component scores. These shape and texture images were created using the first principal component vectors. As one see from the Figure 3 the first PCA component characterizes the breast shape stretching along the chest wall -nipple direction. The first appearance component describes the pixel value maximum variation at the breast region adjacent to the chest wall and located inside of the breast area. It should be noted that gray scale values were normalized by the breast pixel gray scale value standard deviations. The bright areas at the edge could be explained by steep thickness gradient and larger pixel gray scale value variation at the periphery region close to the skin edge. The Pearson's correlation coefficients of %FGV, dense tissue and actual volumes measured by the SXA method, the shape first (bs_1) and third (bs_3) PCA component scores, the appearance second (gs_2), and fourteenth (gs_14) PCA component scores are presented in Table 1 . These shape and appearance components make the most significant contribution into the ten-fold cross validated regression model for %FGV for separated sets of shape and appearance components. In addition, the table contains the scale factor of breast transform to the mean shape (scale), BMI and age. The shape and appearance PCA scores were found to correlate moderately and to breast %FGV, dense tissue and actual volumes, BMI and age (see Table 1 ). The highest Pearson correlation coefficients were equal -0.88 and 0.77 for relationship between actual breast volume, and the scale factor and the first shape PCA components respectively. As expected there is also some correlation between shape and appearance PCA components. The highest correlation to %FGV demonstrates the scale factor, that has a positive correlation, and the 2 nd appearance PCA component, which was negatively correlated to %FGV.
RESULTS

Breast shape and appearance model components
Model outputs
To estimate the performance of different groups for the %FGV prediction we analyzed the model outputs of different feature groups separately. The result of this analysis is presented at the Table 2 . In more detail, the models outputs of 5 different groups of features such as 1 -Shape PCA; 2 -Shape PCA and scale factor; 3 -Appearance PCA; 4 -Shape PCA, Appearance PCA, scale factor; 5 -Shape PCA, Appearance PCA, scale factor, filter/target, mAs, kVp, compression force, breast thickness and ROI y-dimension, were analyzed. The models for different feature groups were created by the forward selection method using 10-fold cross validation. The selection stopped at a local minimum of the cross validation predicted residual sum of squares. The shape could be described by 8 PCA components, and %FGV prediction achieved was characterized by r 2 equal 0.234. Adding the scale factor to the shape PCA components boosted %FGV prediction to r 2 = 0.462 with selected 6 features. The breast appearance PCA components demonstrate r 2 = 0.625 association with %FGV using 77 appearance PCA components. By adding groups together we managed to increase adjusted r 2 value to 0.723 using 80 features. To further improve the association between predicted and measured %FGV values the filter/target, mAs, kVp, compression force, breast thickness and ROI y-dimension were added into the model, and the final model which includes these parameters, and shape and appearance PCA components demonstrated a correlation of r 2 = 0.8 between predicted and measured %FGV. In addition to the cross-validation method we tested the final model using all three independent sets: training, validation, and testing. To build this model the regression forward selection method of the training set was used with a stop criterion related to an average square error minimum of the validation set. Then, predicted values of %FGV for the testing set were calculated using the results of this regression. Figure 4 demonstrated progression of average squared errors for %FGV of the training, validation and testing sets while adding new features in the order of their contribution performance. The final model had 33 degrees of freedom as a result of selection among 300 input parameters. The first 20 parameters in an order of their contribution in the model are the following: kVp, mAs, compression force, thickness, gs_14,,gs_11, gs_2, bs_3, gs_7, bs_25, gs_68, gs_27, gs_58, gs_93, gs_53, gs_106, gs_163, gs_52, gs_46, gs_15. The bs_x and gs_x terms represent shape and appearance components respectively, and x corresponds to the component Measured %FGV, % number. The progression dependence is characterized by continuously decreasing of average square errors, with a fast drop at the beginning and slow monotonous downward trend for the rest of features. All three sets follow the same trend but the errors of the testing set are higher than ones for the training and validation sets. Figure 5 demonstrates the plot of predicted %FGV versus measured %FGV dependence for the final model selected. Thus, the model demonstrates an association of the predicted and measured volumetric breast densities r 2 = 0.7 for the testing set. The deviation error between predicted and measured %FGV is defined by a root mean square error of 11.3%. The fitting line has a slope of 0.7 and an intercept of 13.9. The association r 2 value obtained for the testing set is lower than one achieved by the tenfold cross-validation of the training set that indicates on an additional variability for the testing set in comparison with the training set. Further research is required to improve the model creation. 
CONCLUSIONS
We applied the shape and appearance model approach to digital mammograms and demonstrated the feasibility of this method to extract variables useful for automatic %FGV estimation. We obtained the maps and pixel distributions of different shape and appearance PCA components. The shape and appearance scores are found to correlate moderately to
